January

European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture – Mies van der Rohe Award 2022 (EU Mies Award) | Announcement of the 40 shortlisted works | 17/01

"Large-Scale Transformation, a New Sustainability Challenge. Kleiburg in Amsterdam, Grand Parc in Bordeaux." | Le Pavilion | Gaia | Exhibition | 17/01

"Transformation Strategies: European Architecture as Caregiver" | EXPO Dubai 2020 | Lithuania Pavilion | Exhibition | 17/01 → 15/02

February

EU Mies Award 2022 | Announcement of the 5 finalists | 16/02

"Transformation Strategies: European Architecture as Caregiver" | EXPO Dubai 2020 | Mascara City | Exhibition | 20/02

March

Presentation of the documentary "On Set with Lily Reich" | Laura Lizondo Sevilla, Déborah Domingo Calabuig and Avelina Prat Garcia | Lily Reich Grant for Equality in Architecture

Lilly Reich Grant for Equality in Architecture | Presentation results academic research projects

Los Angeles Plays Itself | Thom Andersen | Per amor a les arts | Filmoteca de Catalunya | 15/03

Pavelló de música | Barcelona Obertura | 30/03

Presentation of the new audio guide of the Mies van der Rohe Pavilion

"Large-Scale Transformation, a New Sustainability Challenge. Kleiburg in Amsterdam, Grand Parc in Bordeaux." | Forum Internacional UJA | Affordable Housing Activation | Exhibition | Madrid

April

"Water Lilies" | Centrala | Artistic intervention | April - December

EU Mies Award 2022 | Announcement of the winners | 19/04

May

Granting ceremony of the European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture – Mies van der Rohe Award 2022

EU Mies Award Day | Lectures and debates

Opening of the EU Mies Award 2022 exhibition in Barcelona | Guided visits to the 40 shortlisted works of the EU Mies Award 2022 across Europe

Barcelona Architecture Festival | 05.05 → 15.05

Screening "[On Set with] Lilly Reich" | Collateral event of BARQ Barcelona International Architecture Film Festival | 11.05 → 15.05

Museums Night | Open doors night | 14.05

June

The New Bauhaus | Alisia Nahmas | Per amor a les arts | Filmoteca de Catalunya | 07/06

Mies Goes Future | Eisenjia Bannan | Film project and exhibitions | Mies van der Rohe House

Opening of the EU Mies Award 2022 exhibition in Cologne

July

Pantalla Pavelló | "Architects and Architectures" | Cinema cycle | 04.07

Opening of the EU Mies Award 2022 exhibition in Brussels

August

Pantalla Pavelló | "Architects and Architectures" | Cinema cycle | 01.08

September

Pantalla Pavelló | "Architects and Architectures" | Cinema cycle | 01.08

Family workshops and open doors | La Mercè | 24.09

"Beautiful Failures" | Stella Rahola, Roger Paez | Presentation of the Publication | Elisava

"Piscoarquitectura" | Óscar Abraham Patón | Artistic Intervention | Barcelona Gallery Weekend

October

"Mass Madera" | Vicente Guallart & Daniel Ibáñez | Artistic Intervention | CIUTAT Forestal Europea 2022 | 09/09

48H Open House Barcelona | Guided Visits to the Pavilion and the Fundació | 22/23/10

"L’estadi, el pavelló i el palau" | Domèneq | Presentation of the Publication

Opening of the EU Mies Award 2022 exhibition in Vienna

Viu Montjuïc. The culture park | Weekend of activities

November

"The Grid" | Eugenia López Reus & Miguel Jaime | Artistic Intervention | Festival Loop

December

The Mineral Model" | Ciro Najle, Josep Ferrando, Anna Font | Artistic Intervention | Torcuato de Tella
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Activities in the Pavilion